Surrey Primary League
Player Photographs

To ensure that your player photos are not rejected please make sure you have the following for each player.

- The photo must be recent (taken within the last 6 months)
- The photo needs to be rectangle in a portrait format – It must be formatted in either a .jpeg or .png format and be 99 pixels in width and 128 pixels in height.
- The head needs to be at least 75% of the photo
- Please Crop and resize the photo before you upload – Most Phones these days will take a good quality photo, so cropping the head and shoulders will not reduce the quality
- A close-up of the player’s head only with the player facing forwards looking straight towards the camera – If it isn’t a close up then the picture will be too small on the ID cards
- If your original picture is too small in terms of quality, then increasing the size will not work
- Taking a photo of another photo is not going to give you a high quality Photo, it will more than likely end up blurry and get rejected

Examples below,

**ACCEPTED PHOTO:** The image must just contain the player’s face and the top of their shoulders. Like this,

![Accepted Photos](image1.jpg)

**REJECTED PHOTO.** Any photo, like this where there is more scenery or body of the player will be rejected and you risk delaying their registration.
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